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With the return to the club

Cannon members have been
throwing themselves into club

life with enthusiasm!
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We're Back
After being away from the club
for so long, the officers felt it
was only fitting to commemorate
the return of CDE life.  

 
These shirts, so beautifully modeled by officers Vinny, Drew and
Niko, were given as gifts to the members on the occasion of our first
meal back after virtual learning. They have been a huge success,
with one member reporting that members of other clubs continually
remark that they are extremely jealous of the cannon gear. 

And just like that, we were indeed back! Keep reading for the full
roundup on what CDE has been up to in the start of this new
semester!
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Bicker
Fall bicker was held between
September 6th-8th with in-
person conversations and
discussions. 

We added some absolutely FANTASTIC members to the club during
fall bicker, and we have loved getting to know them better at meal
times and while relaxing in the club. Bicker Chair Julia Schner did a
stellar job ensuring that bicker went smoothly, especially given the
process looked significantly different from fall bicker of years past. 

Our new members have already been getting into the swing of club
lives, Charlie Bagin '22 even lead us to victory in our most recent
soccer IM's! We can't wait for you to meet them! 
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CDE²
CDE² was established last academic year as a group that embodies
Cannon's commitment to Diversity, Equity and Inclusion. This
semester we have began having in person meetings and are
planning an engaging semester! First up was Movie Night!

Movie Night took place on Sunday
September 19th. The intention was
to get people engaged with
discussions surrounding DEI by
screening a thought provoking film
that asks its audience about who
we all are at our hearts. We offered
the club as a whole three film
choices; Disney Pixar's "Coco," Taika
Waititi's "Boy," and Jordan Peele's
"Us." 

"Us" won the poll, and was
therefore our movie of choice. This
film comes HIGHLY recommended,
and after our watch party the
attendees were extremely happy
with their pick. Ahead of the film
the members were asked to think
about how the film speaks to under
and misrepresented groups in our
society. 

Movie Night was a great
success, and CDE² will
definitely be hosting more
in the future. However, for
now we are moving ahead
with planning next months
event; Trivia Night. 
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Sustainability Chairs
We are lucky to have four
sustainability chairs eager to
help the club in reducing its
environmental impact this year. 

Top Picks >

Our sustainability chairs will be focusing on ways in which to make
the club, and therefore the street, 'greener.' So far the primary areas
of focus the group has highlighted are; limiting food wastage in the
club, reducing the amount of plastic members are using on a day to
day basis, and ensuring our members are conscious of their impact
on the environment. This group will be part of the newly formed
'greening the street' who has made composting efficiency across the
clubs a priority this semester. 

Sam Anderson '22, Melina Mahood '23, 
Cathal Roberts '23, Daniel Bauman '23
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Activities
Our activities chair Abby Myers
has been hard at work setting up
fun events for the club. Poker
nights and the annual pool
tournament are just a couple of
her pursuits. 

The initial idea for a Gunner poker night
came from Rachel McQuigge, our
Treasurer, during virtual learning. After
asking the club for interest it became
clear that a poker night would be a must
have for many members. Abby has
formatted these nights on a bi-weekly
schedule as a philanthropic night of
poker in which the entry fee of $5 per
player will eventually be given to charity
at the end of the semester. 

We had two tables and two winners at
the first poker night; New member Taraje
Whitfield '22, and Nicole Young '23. As the
semester goes on we hope to increase
the number of players and ensure that
this charitable event is fun and rewarding
inside and outside the club.

Nicole Young '23 with her winnings

The annual pool tournament
started on the 20th of
September, with those who
signed up seeking out their first
opponent in order to advance to
the next round. A huge amount
of our members have signed up
for this tournament, and we
definitely expect to find the
ultimate CDE pool player!
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IM's 
As a club we have grown
accustomed to seeing the inter-
club IM trophy in the Crane
room. We are therefore throwing
ourselves into this semesters
IM's to ensure it remains in its
rightful place. 

Our fearless IM Chair, George Triplett, is more than up to the challenge of
protecting the IM trophy. So far he has lead us to wins in Soccer, Badminton,
Volleyball and Spike Ball. the above photo was taken from a cannon victory
against UCC, who were so scared of us they didn't even show up to the
match. Members have jumped at the chance to take part in IM's for the club
with special mentions going out to Jacob O'Connell '23, Sidney Gregorek '22
and Charlie Bagin '22 for their complete commitment to our soccer team. we
are so excited to keep facing down our opponents as the semester goes on,
and have complete faith that the trophy will stay in the club. 
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Bills-osophy
We want to say a HUGE thank you to Bill and all of the kitchen
staff for consistently creating the most beautiful food for us
this September. Pictured below are the offerings from just one
buffet night we've had so far! Cannon members are truly
spoiled for choice with our menu, and continue to boast that
we have the best food on the street. Fact. 

Keeping up with CDE! 

Thank you so much for taking the time to check out the most recent
CDE newsletter. Please check back in October for your next update
on all things Cannon. In the mean time make sure to check out our
instagram @cannonclub, website cannonclub.com, and our CDE²
website https://tinyurl.com/CDEsqrd. 

https://tinyurl.com/CDEsqrd

